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 Journal of East Asian Studies 11 (2011), 255-287

 The Effect of US Foreign Policy on
 the Relationship Between South and
 North Korea: Time Series Analysis

 of the Post-Cold War Era

 Jong-Han Yoon

 In this study, I examine the effect of US foreign policy on the relation
 ship between South Korea and North Korea. In particular, I analyze
 whether two different foreign policy approaches—the hard-line ap
 proach and the soft-line approach—have played a role in advancing
 or slowing steps toward peace in the Korean peninsula. I use the Inte
 grated Data for Events Analysis dataset for the period 1990-2004. By
 employing a Vector Autoregression model, which analyzes the behav
 ioral patterns of South and North Korea and the United States, I find
 that US foreign policy affects the relationship between the two Koreas
 by affecting North Korea's behavior toward South Korea. The triangu
 lar relationship among the United States, North Korea, and South
 Korea shows a reciprocal behavior pattern. This finding suggests that
 a soft-line and reciprocal US foreign policy toward North Korea is crit
 ical to maintaining peace in the Korean peninsula. Keywords: hard-line,
 reciprocity, triangular relationship, South Korea, North Korea, China,
 US foreign policy, peace, Korean peninsula, behavioral patterns

 AS A DIVIDED NATION, THE KOREAN PENINSULA IS ONE OF THE MOST HEAVILY

 militarized regions in the world. During the Cold War era, the border
 separating North and South Korea represented the fault line between two
 ideological camps. Since the end of the Cold War, the relationship be
 tween the two Koreas has improved somewhat as a result of two inter
 Korean summits reuniting separated families, tours for South Koreans
 to Keumkang mountain in North Korea, and the creation of a joint in
 dustrial complex in the North Korean city of Kaesung. However, in spite
 of these improved relations between South and North Korea, military
 tension between the two Koreas remains. The recent North Korean ar

 tillery attack, which killed two marines and two civilians on the South

 255
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 256 The Effect of US Foreign Policy on South and North Korea

 Korean island of Yeonpyeong in November 2010, and the sinking of a
 South Korean naval vessel, the Cheonan, in March 2010 demonstrate the

 volatility of the military situation. Although both South and North Ko
 reans aspire to attain a peaceful relationship and, ultimately, the unifica
 tion of Korea, military confrontation between the two Koreas exacerbates
 the humanitarian issues of separated families and excessive military
 spending.

 For maintaining and promoting a peaceful relationship between
 South and North Korea, the role of US foreign policy has been critical.
 Since the armistice agreement between North Korea and the United
 States in 1953, the US policy of military deterrence against North Korea
 has been a main buttress for the security of the Korean peninsula and the
 northeast Asian region. During the Cold War, the focus of US policy in
 the Korean peninsula was on maintaining the balance of power, mani
 fested by the presence of US military bases. Although there have been oc
 casional diplomatic efforts toward a peace settlement in the Korean
 peninsula, such as the South-North joint declaration in 1972, those were
 considered secondary to the policy of deterrence. Indeed, those diplomatic
 efforts were considered by many to be little more than political rhetoric.

 Since the end of the Cold War, the aspiration of attaining a sustain
 able peace settlement in the Korean peninsula has grown among Kore
 ans, as the main US foreign policy objective of deterring the spread of
 communism has dissipated and the military capacity and economic
 power of South Korea has surpassed that of North Korea. Starting with
 the Northern Policy of the Roh Tae-woo administration, South Korea has
 attempted to open discourse on Korean reunification and normalization
 of relations with socialist states. Subsequent South Korean administra
 tions have pursued the relaxation of military tensions and the formation
 of a peace regime1 in the peninsula.

 In seeking a sustainable peace settlement and a peace regime in the
 Korean peninsula, the role of US foreign policy toward the peninsula is
 very important not only because of US military deployments and exer
 cises in South Korea but also because of the broader US foreign policy
 stance toward North Korea. Since the mid-1990s, military tension in the
 Korean peninsula has increased due to North Korea's nuclear weapons
 development program. The United States has been the main actor in deal
 ing with North Korea's nuclear program, and it is plausible that US for
 eign policy in the Korean peninsula affects the relationship between the
 two Koreas, either directly or indirectly.

 In this study I examine the effects of US foreign policy on relations
 between South Korea and North Korea. In particular, I analyze how two
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 different US foreign policy approaches—the hard-line approach and the
 soft-line approach—have played a role in progressing or regressing the
 steps toward a peaceful relationship between South and North Korea.
 How does US foreign policy affect the level of conflict between South
 and North Korea? What are the similarities and differences between the

 effects of the two foreign policy approaches on the alleviation of military
 tension and the promotion of a peaceful relationship between the two
 Koreas?

 In addition to these main research questions, I also explore the effect
 of foreign policy interactions between the United States and South Korea.

 Whether the foreign policies of these two governments are compatible
 could be another factor in promoting a peaceful relationship between
 South and North Korea. What has been the effect of the congruence of
 US foreign policy with that of South Korea toward North Korea? And
 what is the effect of a hard-line or soft-line approach in US foreign pol
 icy when it is not coordinated with South Korean foreign policy toward
 North Korea?

 To answer these questions, I first consider the theoretical literature
 on the effects of hard-line and soft-line approaches as well as the effects

 of outside powers and triangular relationships in which coordination may
 influence outcomes. I then conduct a statistical analysis of US foreign
 policy in the Korean Peninsula during the post-Cold War era using the
 Integrated Data for Events Analysis (IDEA), which measures state in
 teractions in the peninsula. I employ a VAR (Vector Autoregression)
 model to analyze the effect of US foreign policies on the relationship be
 tween the two Koreas for the period 1990-2004.1 find that soft-line ap
 proaches, which emphasize reciprocal strategic responses, have promoted
 peaceful relations between the two Koreas. I also find that foreign pol
 icy disparity between the United States and South Korea toward North
 Korea could imperil peace in the Korean peninsula by leading to a hos
 tile US foreign policy toward North Korea and, as a consequence, North
 Korean hostile behavior toward South Korea.

 Theories of Strategic Response
 Patterns and Cooperation Among States
 Theories of strategic response patterns to elicit cooperation—hard-line ap
 proaches and reciprocity—have focused mostly on bilateral relations be
 tween the superpowers during the Cold War era. The differences between

 the two approaches are based on a state's image of its opponents, its self
 image, and its strategic preferences (Snyder and Diesing 1977,298-310).
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 258 The Effect of US Foreign Policy on South and North Korea

 Hard-liners assume that their opponents are calculating and aggres
 sive bluffers. They believe that opponents are likely to take advantage of
 any sign of weakness but are also likely to pull back if one shows a firm
 stance (Snyder and Diesing 1977, 308-309). Therefore, the appropriate
 strategy to induce cooperation is a coercive strategy, such as deterrence or
 even bullying. In particular, the coercive strategy has been considered ef
 fective in a "chicken game" situation (Snyder and Diesing 1977,118-122).

 While deterrence and bullying rely on shows of strength, their aims
 are different. The primary aim of deterrence is to prevent military
 action—in particular, an armed attack. Deterrence, therefore, focuses on
 revealing information on the defender's policies and capabilities to per
 suade opponents not to initiate aggressive action. Although deterrence
 includes conditional threats ("if you attack, I will respond"), it refrains
 from directly threatening opponents. The intent of bullying, by contrast,

 is to make the opponents look weak. Thus, a state intimidates another
 for the sake of humiliation (Greffenius and Gil 1992,40; Huth and Russett

 1990, 469-472). Therefore, bullying can be regarded as a more aggres
 sive strategy.

 The main problem with employing a hard-line strategy is that it pres
 ents the risk of escalating a conflict into a situation that could eventually

 yield low payoffs to both sides, especially when both sides have roughly
 equal strength (Patchen 1987,167). Studies have revealed that there is at
 best weak empirical support for the notion that a hard-line approach, par
 ticularly a bullying strategy, fosters cooperation, especially when com
 pared to the effects of other strategies for promoting cooperation.
 Regarding interstate relations, R. J. Leng and H. G. Wheeler (1979) find
 that nine out of thirteen cases where a bullying strategy was employed
 resulted in war between nations. This finding partially confirms the neg
 ative effect of the use of bullying if eliciting cooperation from an adver
 sary is the goal.

 With regard to the case of the Korean peninsula, hard-liners have
 advocated using a coercive strategy such as isolation, containment, eco
 nomic sanctions, and even military attacks toward North Korea in re
 sponse to its nuclear weapons and ballistic missile tests. They have
 advocated a hawkish position because they believe the North Korean
 regime has fundamentally "evil" intentions to develop and sell nuclear
 weapons and missile technology. They believe North Korea is attempt
 ing to extort concessions by blackmail and brinksmanship (Cha and Kang
 2003, 1-5).

 The main concern of the hard-line strategy with regard to the North
 Korean issue is consistent with the literature: the risk of escalation to
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 military conflict or war. Opponents of the hard-liner position fear that
 coercive policies might not have the intended effects and could rather
 lead to a full-scale war in the peninsula, resulting in millions of civilian
 deaths (Moon 2008; Carpenter and Bandow 2004, 89; O'Hanlon and
 Mochizuki 2003).2 Michael O'Hanlon and Mike Mochizuki argue that
 the lack of information about the exact locations of North Korea's nuclear

 facilities would make the chance of a successful surgical strike against
 those facilities rather low, and such an attack could result in a war in the

 peninsula. They also indicate that economic sanctions against North
 Korea could lead to its increasing weapons sales in order to sustain its
 economy. This would represent another unintended adverse consequence
 of a hard-line policy. Similarly, Ted Carpenter and Doug Bandow (2004)
 contend that a military attack might not destroy all nuclear facilities in
 North Korea and could trigger a war. Carpenter and Bandow add that
 other coercive measures, such as economic sanctions, might not produce
 any significant policy changes by North Korea. After all, that regime has
 managed to sustain its destitute situation for decades.

 Those advocating an approach of reciprocity, in contrast to those ad
 vocating a hard-line approach, argue that a reciprocal response pattern,
 or "tit-for-tat" strategy, can promote the evolution of cooperation among
 states faced with a prisoner's dilemma situation. That is, in a repeated
 game situation, a reciprocal response pattern, which responds with co
 operation against an opponent's cooperation and competition in response
 to competition, is effective in eliciting an adversary's cooperation and in
 producing favorable outcomes (Axelrod 1984). The effectiveness of the
 reciprocal strategy has been widely supported empirically in dispute sit
 uations between states (Goldstein et al. 2001; Greffenius and Gill 1992;
 Leng 1984; Leng and Wheeler 1979) and within states (Shellman, Reeves,
 and Stewart 2007; Moore 1998).

 The primary strength of the reciprocal strategy is that it avoids un
 necessary conflicts as long as the opponent reciprocally cooperates. It
 also avoids the problem of exploitation from the opponent by recipro
 cating retaliation when the opponent does not cooperate (Axelrod 1984;
 Patchen 1987,175).

 However, there are some limits to the applicability and effectiveness
 of a reciprocal strategy in international politics. First, the prisoner's
 dilemma situation is not as common a situation in international politics
 as is often thought (Russett 1983,115), and the evolution of cooperation
 only works under a specific form of prisoner's dilemma that is rarely
 found in an international conflict situation (Bueno de Mesquita and Lalman

 1992, 95-144; Goldstein et al. 2001). Second, the use of a reciprocal
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 strategy is limited when there is power asymmetry between states. It is dif
 ficult to develop cooperation if power between states is unbalanced be
 cause more powerful states do not fear the adversary's retaliation (Rubin
 and Brown 1975; Zartman 1997; Goldstein et al. 2001). Third, it is diffi

 cult to change the image of the enemy, and international cooperation does
 not easily evolve even with reciprocal strategies (Larson 1988; Tetlock
 1998 ; Goldstein et al. 2001). Fourth, when cooperative initiatives are ab
 sent, reciprocity might become "locked in"—but locked in on mutual com

 petition or "defection" that generates an endless arms race (Patchen 1987,
 176; Goldstein et al. 2001, 591). Therefore, the question arises of how to
 develop reciprocal positive action if a pattern of mutual resistance or hos
 tility has already been established (Boyle and Lawler 1991; Osgood 1962).

 Regarding the case of the North Korean nuclear program, soft-liners
 have suggested negotiating with North Korea. The goal of negotiations
 is to persuade North Korea to terminate its nuclear program and submit
 to rigorous inspections of its nuclear facilities in return for energy sup
 plies, food aid, security guarantees, normal diplomatic relations, and an
 end to economic sanctions (Moon 2008; Carpenter mid Bandow 2004;
 O'Hanlon and Mochizuki 2003). This position is based on soft-liners'
 perception that North Korea's hostile actions such as testing nuclear
 weapons and missiles mainly come from its military insecurity and eco
 nomic hardship. According to this view, North Korea has used such bellig
 erent actions to draw international attention and bring about negotiations
 that could provide it with the security guarantees and economic aid it de
 sires and needs (Cha and Kang 2003,1-5; Park 2002; Snyder 1999).

 A major advantage of the reciprocal strategy in the case of the North
 Korean nuclear weapons program is that it can avoid the escalation of
 militarized disputes to a full-scale war in the peninsula as long as North
 Korea and the United States cooperate reciprocally.3 Hard-liners, how
 ever, are concerned that the reciprocal strategy could result in mislead
 ing North Korea into believing that the United States is spineless and, as
 a consequence, will give North Korea the chance to cheat on negotiated
 agreements or otherwise take advantage of cooperative moves by the
 United States. In short, the major concern of the reciprocal strategy is
 that North Korea would show inverse response behavior rather than re
 ciprocal behavior.

 While the theories of strategic response patterns reviewed thus far
 mainly focus on bilateral relations between states, one of the major in
 terests of this study is the behavior of paired regional actors in response
 to a third outside power. Since the end of the Cold War, the main focus
 of international conflict and cooperation has shifted from superpower
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 rivalries toward regional conflict and cooperation issues. Given the
 changed conflict landscape, a theory of outside power influence and tri
 angular response patterns has been proposed as an alternative strategy to
 that of bilateral reciprocity. This theory is proposed to overcome the lim
 its of bilateral theories and to demonstrate another means for eliciting
 cooperation in regional conflicts. It is suggested that a powerful external
 actor may play a role in overcoming the distrust inherent in the security

 dilemma through the use of enforcement, patronage, and norm setting
 (Kolodziej and Zartman 1996, 13; Goldstein et al. 2001,598).

 However, systematic analysis of the effects of different foreign pol
 icy approaches—bullying and reciprocity—in promoting or impeding
 cooperation in a regional and triangular setting is still lacking. Regard
 ing triangular response in the context of regional conflict, Joshua Gold
 stein et al. (2001) and Goldstein and Jon Pevehouse (1997) report that
 there has not been enough research conducted on the influence of an ex
 ternal power in eliciting triangular response patterns among parties to
 conflict or rivalry. They specifically highlight the Serbia-Bosnia/inter
 national community and the Serbia-Kosovo/NATO relationship as in
 stances where theories of bilateral interaction are not helpful in explaining

 these triangular patterns of interaction between actors, even though such
 patterns are more common in post-Cold War international relations. That
 is, while there has been significant theoretical development and empiri
 cal support for bilateral strategic response patterns between major pow
 ers utilizing both hard-line and reciprocity strategies, empirical support
 for regional triangular response patterns in the context of conflict or ri
 valry between states has been rare.

 Because this study focuses on the progress or regression of peaceful
 relations between South and North Korea in response to US foreign pol
 icy, a theoretical framework that explains the outside power's influence
 and the triangular response of regional actors needs to be reviewed in
 addition to bilateral response theories.

 In this study, I also attempt to elaborate the theory of outside power

 and triangular response patterns by developing a hypothesis on foreign
 policy coordination between two states—one regional actor and an out
 side power—toward another regional actor in a triangular relationship.
 Since the United States and South Korea are in an alliance relationship
 and each has its own foreign policy toward North Korea, the effect of
 US foreign policy on the level of peace in the Korean peninsula could be
 different depending on the level of policy cooperation between the United

 States and South Korea. This issue of foreign policy coordination has been
 relatively neglected in the established literature.
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 First, the framework of external power influence and triangular re
 sponse patterns can be applied to the situation in the Korean peninsula
 because the United States has been a dominant influence in the region
 since the end of the Cold War. Although other powerful states, such as
 Russia and China, might have had influence in the Korean peninsula as
 well, their influence has been significantly reduced during the post-Cold
 War era due to their priorities shifting from international expansion to
 domestic concerns such as economic development and ethnic conflicts.
 In particular, the dynamics of the relationship between North Korea and
 the United States have been central, particularly concerning North
 Korea's nuclear weapons program. Although China and other regional
 actors like Japan and Russia have also been concerned about North
 Korea's nuclear weapons program through the Six-Party Talks begun in
 2003, the United States has taken the lead role in dealing with this issue.
 Contrary to the expectation that those regional powers would affect North
 Korean behavior, there has not been much evidence of their ability to in
 fluence North Korea. Rather, Grame Davies (2007) reports that regional
 powers such as China, Japan, and Russia did not have any impact on
 North Korean behavior toward South Korea.

 US foreign policy toward the Korean peninsula has been considered
 critical both in eliciting cooperation and in escalating conflict between
 South and North Korea. For example, military tension escalated dramat
 ically in the Korean peninsula during the first North Korean nuclear cri
 sis with the United States in 1994, while more peaceful relations ensued
 following the first South and North Korean summit, which took place
 immediately after the US adoption of the "Perry initiative," an initiative
 that outlined a coexistence approach. Therefore, this study asks whether
 triangular responses to US actions by South and North Korea actually
 occur and, if so, whether triangular responses favor or impede the evo
 lution of cooperation, especially progress toward peaceful relations in
 the Korean peninsula.

 According to the theory of triangular response and outside power in
 fluence, triangular response occurs when a regional actor changes its be
 havior toward another regional actor in response to the behavior of an
 outside power. This response can be either inverse or reciprocal. An in
 verse response refers to a regional actor's increased level of hostility to
 ward a regional rival after receiving cooperation from an outside power.
 The regional actor takes advantage of an outside power's cooperation to
 ratchet up hostility toward its regional rivals. An inverse response also
 includes the case of a regional actor taking a more cooperative stance
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 toward its neighbor after receiving hostile signals from an outside power.
 When the regional actor adopts an inverse triangular response, the best
 strategy on the part of the external party for inducing cooperation is a
 hard-line approach, such as a policy of containment, which uses "tough"
 initiatives to elicit cooperation.

 In contrast, a reciprocal triangular response refers to a pattern in
 which the regional actor increases cooperation toward a regional rival
 after receiving cooperative signals from an outside power, or becomes in
 creasingly hostile toward its regional rival in response to an outside
 power's hostile action. In this case, the appropriate policy on the part of
 the external party for inducing regional cooperation is a soft-line ap
 proach, such as accommodation and unilateral cooperative initiatives
 (Goldstein et al. 2001, 599; Goldstein and Pevehouse 1997, 516). Re
 garding the situation in the Korean peninsula, the main concern is
 whether the US hard-line policy has adverse consequences for South
 Korea-North Korea relations. Although some believe that North Korea
 would try to cooperate with South Korea when the United States took a
 hard-line policy toward North Korea, critics of US policy such as Chung
 in Moon (2008) argue that the US hard-line policy would lead to North
 Korea's retaliation toward South Korea. Moon contends that US mili

 tary actions against North Korea, whether a preemptive surgical strike on
 nuclear facilities or an all-out attack, would eventually increase the po
 tential of major military conflict and catastrophe in the peninsula.

 Another matter of interest is whether North Korea shows cooperative
 behaviors toward South Korea when the United States takes a soft-line

 policy toward North Korea. Some scholars argue that North Korea has re
 sponded positively to positive behaviors, especially when the proper in
 centives are given (Harrison 2003; Moon 2004; O'Hanlon and Mochizuki
 2003). However, those arguments are mostly related to the bilateral be
 havior of North Korea toward the United States. There has not been

 enough research on the triangular behavior of North Korea toward South
 Korea in response to the soft-line US foreign policy. In short, the main
 interest is whether North Korea responds inversely or reciprocally to
 ward South Korea in response to US foreign policy.

 Synthesizing bilateral and triangular theories of strategic response
 patterns, I empirically examine which strategic response patterns are pres
 ent in the volatile region of the Korean peninsula. Accordingly, I attempt
 to ascertain the effects of each US foreign policy strategy—hard-line ver

 sus reciprocal—in fostering cooperation between two states of that region.

 Specifically, I examine whether North Korea shows an inverse triangular
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 or reciprocal triangular response toward the formation of peaceful rela
 tions with South Korea in response to US foreign policy initiatives, and
 how the effects of each of the strategies—hard-line and reciprocal on the

 part of the United States—compare in fostering the development of
 peaceful relations in the Korean peninsula.

 Second, regarding the issue of policy coordination between South
 Korea and the United States, Scott Snyder (1999) indicates that close
 policy coordination between the two countries can block North Korea's
 attempt to exploit South Korea-US divisions or tactical differences.
 Therefore, it is plausible that if the United States and South Korea are
 strongly coordinated in their foreign policy orientation toward North
 Korea, the combined effect of those policies would be strong and even
 tually affect the level of peace in the peninsula. In a similar vein, it can
 be hypothesized if the United States and South Korea utilize divergent
 foreign policy strategies toward North Korea, each of their policies com
 bined might have no significant effect on the level of peace in the Korean
 peninsula, due to the mixed effects of those policies on North Korea's
 behavior.

 Hypotheses and Data
 From the theories of strategic response patterns and cooperation among
 states, the following hypotheses are developed with regard to the level of
 peace in the Korean peninsula.

 Hypothesis la: Hard-line US foreign policy facilitates peace in the
 Korean peninsula.

 Hypothesis lb: Soft-line US foreign policy facilitates peace in the
 Korean peninsula.

 Hypothesis 2: Divergent foreign policy approaches between the United
 States and South Korea have no significant effect on peace in the
 Korean peninsula.

 Data compiled in the Integrated Data for Events Analysis (IDEA)
 are used to examine the strategic response patterns of four actors—the
 United States, North Korea, South Korea, and China. Event data such as

 World Events Interactions Survey (WEIS) and Conflict and Peace Data
 Bank (COPDAB) have been widely used for the analysis of state re
 sponse patterns. Recently, the use of automated, machine-coded data sys
 tems, such as the Kansas Events Data System (KEDS), Textual Analysis
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 by Augmented Replacement Instructions (TABARI), and IDEA, has in
 creased due to the consistency and transparency of coding (Bond et al.
 2003; Goldstein et al. 2001; Goldstein and Pevehouse 1997; Davies
 2007). Among these automated, machine-coded data sources, I use IDEA
 because other sources do not contain data concerning state interactions in
 the Korean peninsula. The IDEA dataset is generated by using the Virtual
 Reader Associates (VRA) automated content analysis, a computerized
 reader program that parses Reuters Business Briefings, Factiva-World
 News, and Reuters. By parsing lead sentences, the VRA reader identifies
 actors and the actions taken between actors. They are coded by source,
 target, and type of event. In its coding, IDEA includes all types of events
 from WEIS. As a result, the IDEA data set contains over 10 million ob
 servations of daily state interactions in the international system.

 In this study, I use a subset of these data, in which four states—the
 United States, North Korea, South Korea, and China—are actors and in
 which they are interacting with one another. While Davies's (2007) study
 shows no empirical support for the role of other actors—China, Japan,
 and Russia—in affecting either North Korea's behavior toward South
 Korea or South Korea's behavior toward North Korea, he does find that

 North Korea's relationship with China could affect US behavior toward
 North Korea. Moreover, China, as a member of the Four-Party Talks dur
 ing 1997-1998 and the chair of the Six-Party Talks since 2003, has been
 considered an actor that balances the United States in dealing with North
 Korea's nuclear program and missile issues. In particular, China, as an
 ally that provides food and energy assistance to North Korea, has been
 expected to exert a certain degree of diplomatic influence on North
 Korea. Therefore, I include China as a control variable in this study. In
 cluding China also makes it possible to see if there is a similar triangu
 lar relationship involving China's influence on relations between North
 and South Korea. However, I exclude Japan and Russia from the model
 because, unlike China, their role in affecting the relationship between
 South and North Korea has not been regarded as significant (Davies
 2007), even though they are members of the Six-Party Talks. Including
 irrelevant variables results in a higher variance for estimators and thus
 leads to a less efficient estimator problem. The time period covered,
 1990-2004 (because of data availability), includes the period of the first
 nuclear crisis and the first two full years of the second nuclear crisis.

 Since IDEA categorization is not consistently ordered from "con
 flict" to "cooperation," each type of event is converted into Goldstein's
 weighted "net cooperation scale," which ranges from -10 (most hostile)
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 to 8.3 (most cooperative). The converted data are then aggregated from
 daily to monthly intervals in which the monthly score of hostile behavior

 is subtracted from the monthly score of cooperative behaviors. For ex
 ample, an event such as "accusation" is converted to -2.2, which indi
 cates hostile behavior. In a similar vein, "agree or accept" is converted
 to 3.0, showing that it is a cooperative behavior. The aggregated score of
 these two events, if there are only two events in a given month, would be

 0.8. A total of 28,891 events are aggregated over a given period to gen
 erate these scores.4

 To decide the appropriate level of temporal aggregation, the charac
 teristics of events need to be considered. In the case of events that move

 relatively quickly, such as the Bosnian conflict (Goldstein and Pevehouse
 1997), daily or weekly aggregation would be appropriate. For a relatively
 long-term conflict that does not move rapidly, such as superpower ri
 valry during the Cold War era, monthly (Goldstein and Freeman 1991)
 or even longer temporal aggregation (such as annual or quarterly) would
 provide a better fit. This study regards the monthly temporal aggrega
 tion as the most appropriate because the North Korea-South Korea
 United States relationship is a relatively long-term interaction. Annual
 or quarterly aggregation could dilute the dynamics of state interactions.
 Also, annual observations over fifteen years would be too few observa
 tions. Therefore, this study presumes that patterns of states' response are
 most readily apparent with monthly aggregation of events. Accordingly,
 the unit of analysis is event-month. After the aggregation, 178 observa
 tions remain, covering the period July 1990-September 2004.

 Analysis
 To test the hypotheses, I use statistical analysis by employing a VAR time

 series model. A VAR model is a system of several independent equations,
 where each dependent variable is regressed on its past values and the
 past values of the other variables in the system (Brandt and Williams 2007;

 Sims 1980). The VAR model is useful for the analysis of international
 interactions because it allows for the analysis of several actors' behavior

 toward one another. In the context of this research, it allows for the analy
 sis of not only bilateral behavior between North Korea and the United
 States, but also triangular behavior among North Korea, South Korea, and
 the United States. In addition, multiple hypotheses can be tested and com
 pared by using the VAR model. The VAR model in this study contains ten
 equations and can be expressed as follows, using matrix notation.
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 Y = BX + e,

 with

 Y = (PK t, NK-SK t, NK-US t, NK-CN t, SK-NK t, SK-US t, SK-CN t,
 US-NK t, US-SK t, US-CN t, CN-NK t, CN-SK t, CN-US t)

 /aU0 "" al mn\

 X = (1,PK t-i, NK-SK t-i, NK-US t-i, NK-CN t-i, SK-NK t-i, SK-US t-i,
 SK-CN t-i, US-NK t-i, US-SK t-i, US-CN t-i, CN-NK t-i, CN-SK t-i,
 CN-US t-i, NKR t, SKR t, USR t, USSKPD t)

 e = (el, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, elO)

 where, PK = the level of overall peace in Korean peninsula5
 NK-SK = North Korea's level of net cooperation toward South Korea
 NK-US = North Korea's level of net cooperation toward the United

 States

 NK-CN = North Korea's level of net cooperation toward China
 SK-NK = South Korea's level of net cooperation toward North Korea
 SK-US = South Korea's level of net cooperation toward the United

 States

 SK-CN = South Korea's level of net cooperation toward China
 US-NK = US level of net cooperation toward North Korea
 US-SK = US level of net cooperation toward South Korea
 US-CN = US level of net cooperation toward China
 CN-NK = China's level of net cooperation toward North Korea
 CN-SK = China's level of net cooperation toward South Korea
 CN-US - China's level of net cooperation toward the United States

 The e's are error terms.

 These variables are treated as endogenous because their behavior
 toward one another is usually affected by others' behavior. The summa
 tions are for i = 1,... L, where L is the number of lags of the right-hand
 side variables in each equation. For appropriate lag lengths, an Akaike's
 information criterion (AIC) test, a Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
 test, and the likelihood ratio test for lag length are used. Two lags of vari

 ables are included in the model, based on the results of diagnostic statis

 tics for specification of the lag length. Therefore, it is assumed that the
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 behavior of states over the previous two months affects the reactions of
 each related state in the model.6

 The three other variables—changes of government in South Korea
 (iSKR), North Korea (NKR), and the United States (USR)—are exogenous
 because it is unlikely that changes of government in those states are af
 fected by the interactive behavior with the other states. However, it is
 likely that changes of government in one state affect that state's behav
 ior toward other states. In the two democracies—South Korea and the

 United States—changes of government might highlight the different for

 eign policy orientations between parties on the right and those on the
 left. The general perception is that leftist parties usually prefer soft-line
 policies (e.g., the Clinton administration's negotiated settlement and en
 gagement policy or Kim Dae-jung's sunshine policy), while right-wing
 parties favor hard-line policies toward North Korea (the Bush adminis
 tration's hostile policy that depicted North Korea as a rogue state). In
 North Korea, the coefficient on this variable will only indicate the dif
 ference between father and son. However, it is still interesting whether
 different North Korean leaders show different foreign policy orientations.
 These change of government variables are treated as dummy variables
 and are coded 0 for the following: Kim II Sung's government in North
 Korea, which lasted until 1994; conservative administrations in South
 Korea (the Democratic-Liberal Party, New Korea Party, and Grand Na
 tional Party); and Republican administrations in the United States. Other
 governments, such as Kim Jung Il's government in North Korea, the New
 Millennium Democratic Party's administration in South Korea, and Dem
 ocratic administrations in the United States are coded 1.

 The variable USSKPD is also treated as a dummy and as an exoge
 nous variable. It represents whether there is disparity between the for
 eign policy approaches of the United States and South Korea toward
 North Korea in terms of cooperation and conflict, measured using Gold
 stein's scale. When Goldstein's "net cooperation score" is positive or
 equal to 0, it is regarded as "cooperation." When Goldstein's net coop
 eration score is negative, it is considered "conflict." The variable is coded
 1 when the United States and South Korea have different approaches to
 ward a third state—North Korea—in terms of cooperation and conflict in
 a given month, and 0 otherwise.7

 The dependent variable of interest in the VAR model is the level of
 overall peace in the Korean peninsula, which is represented by the variable
 PK. This is measured by what both South and North Korea do toward each
 other in the IDEA dataset.8 This measure is different from the South-North

 or North-South dyads' cooperation scores because it does not reflect the di

 rection of one party's cooperation toward the counterpart. Rather, this
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 measure indicates how peaceful the relationship is between the two Ko
 reas as a whole.9 The independent variables of main interest are US for
 eign policy in the Korean peninsula—in particular, its policy toward
 North Korea, including diplomatic recognition, promises of economic or
 humanitarian support, acceptance of invitations and proposals, displays
 of enmity or hospitality, threats of military action or promises of non
 military action, economic sanctions or economic assistance, and the level
 of military deployment and military operations in the Korean peninsula.
 For US foreign policy toward South Korea, whether there is policy co
 ordination toward North Korea or not is the main interest, because South

 Korea and the United States are in an alliance relationship.
 First, the face validity of the data as coded and scaled is examined

 by generating time series graphs of the main interactions between states
 so that the time series can be visually inspected. These are depicted in
 Figures 1 and 2 for the main variables of interest.

 Figures 1 and 2 display net cooperation scores from 1990 to 2004,
 with positive scores reflecting varying degrees of cooperation and neg
 ative scores indicating conflict. The spikes correspond to major political
 events, such as the capture of a North Korean submarine in the East Sea

 Figure 1 Net Cooperation Between Korean Dyad and Peace in the
 Korean Peninsula

 Event Month

 Peace in Korea —  ■ South Korea to North Korea

 North Korea to South Korea

 Note: This graph is smoothed using a three-month moving average to make it easy to read.
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 Figure 2 US Net Cooperation to North Korea and South Korea

 Event Month

 Peace in Korea US to South Korea

 US to North Korea

 Note: This graph is smoothed using a three-month moving average to make it easy to read.

 of South Korea, the first Korean summit between South Korean president
 Kim Dae-jung and North Korean leader Kim Jung II, and the North Ko
 rean declaration of its possession of nuclear weapons. Other spikes in
 clude events such as North Korean's withdrawal from the Nuclear

 NonproliferationTreaty (NPT), and meetings between South and North
 Korean separated family members. In Figure 2, US behavior toward
 North Korea appears to co-vary with "peace in Korea." This is confirmed
 later in this study with statistically significant evidence (< .05) that US
 behavior has an effect on peace in Korea by having positive correlation
 with North Korean behavior toward South Korea, which in turn affects

 "peace in Korea."10
 For the estimation of the VAR model, the Granger causality test and

 impulse response analysis are used. First, the coefficients of each lagged
 variable are examined. Although the significance of each lagged term is
 considered less important than the combined significance of the lagged
 coefficients in the VAR analysis, examining the significance of each
 lagged term can still be useful for showing which lagged terms of vari
 ables have effects on the dependent variables of each equation. It is plau
 sible that one actor's behavior might affect that of another actor even
 after a certain period of time has passed.
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 Second, to examine the behavior of the system and all the coeffi
 cients that describe the dynamics of the variables, a Granger causality
 test is used. The Granger causality test estimates whether lagged inde
 pendent variables affect unlagged dependent variables by using F-tests in
 the VAR model. Each F-test shows the significance of Granger causality
 by assessing the joint significance of one independent variable with all
 its lags on the dependent variable.

 Third, to assess the direction of these relationships, impulse response
 analysis is used. By conducting a simulation of the response of an equa
 tion ("simulated shocks to the model"), the nature of responses in the
 system can be assessed as to whether it is reciprocal, inverse, or am
 biguous. Therefore, impulse response plots are generated in order to see
 how the system of equations reacts to a positive, one standard deviation
 shock to each variable. The direction of the response is assessed by the
 sum of the point estimates of responses to the simulated shock. A posi
 tive sum indicates a reciprocal relationship in which an actor responds
 with cooperation against an opponent's cooperation and hostility in re
 sponse to hostility. A negative sum shows an inverse response, which de
 notes a hostile response against the opponent's cooperation, and vice
 versa. A sum that is close to zero and includes both positive and negative
 terms is considered an ambiguous relationship.

 In the case of the exogenous variables—government change in any
 one of the states, and foreign policy coordination between South Korea
 and the United States—the estimated coefficients of those variables from

 VAR analysis describe the statistical significance and the direction of
 variables. That is, a positive coefficient on the US partisan variable when
 the dependent variable is US behavior toward North Korea, for example,
 means that the Democratic administrations are more cooperative toward
 North Korea than Republican administrations.

 Findings
 An examination of the results of the initial VAR model analysis reveals

 a reasonably good overall fit of the model, with /?-squared values that
 range from .34 to .13.11

 Table 1 presents the result of the VAR analysis. It shows how each
 lagged term of the independent variables affects the dependent variable
 of each equation. For the equation Peace in Korea, which indicates over
 all peace in the Korean peninsula, the VAR results show that peace in
 Korea is most directly affected by North Korea's behavior toward South
 Korea and the United States. The second lagged term of North Korea's
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 Table 1 The Effect of Each Lagged Term of State Interaction in the VAR Analysis
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 behavior toward South Korea—North Korea's behavior toward South

 Korea two months prior to the event pertaining to the dependent
 variable—is statistically significant at the .05 percent level. The first
 lagged term of North Korea's behavior toward the United States—North
 Korea's behavior toward the United States one month prior to the event
 pertaining to the dependent variable—is also statistically significant at
 the .01 percent level. This result shows that North Korea's behavior to
 ward either South Korea or the United States is the most critical of all in

 teractions among these three states for the promotion of peace in the
 Korean peninsula. The next logical question is which interaction affects
 North Korea's behavior toward South Korea and the United States?

 The results in Table 1 indicate that North Korea's behavior toward

 South Korea is affected by the United States-to-North Korea interaction,
 and North Korea's behavior toward the United States is affected by the
 United States-to-North Korea interaction. In the North Korea-to-South

 Korea equation, the second lagged term of the United States-to-North
 Korea interaction is significant at the .05 level. In the North Korea-to
 United States equation, the second lagged term of United States-to-North
 Korea is significant at the .01 level. Thus, US behavior toward North Korea
 is critical for both North Korea's behavior toward South Korea and North

 Korea's behavior toward the United States. In other words, US behavior to

 ward North Korea indirectly affects peace in the Korean peninsula by af
 fecting North Korea's behavior, which in turn is critical for peace in the
 Korean peninsula. This result demonstrates a triangular relationship among
 the United States, North Korea, and South Korea. The triangular response
 pattern can be linked as the United States -» North Korea —> South Korea.
 In sum, US foreign policy affects peace in the Korean peninsula indirectly
 by affecting North Korea's behavior, which in turn is one of the most sig
 nificant determinants of peace in the peninsula.

 Table 2 presents the Granger causality test and impulse response
 analysis results for all statistically significant state interactions. It is im
 portant to get at endogeneity of these relationships because a state's be
 haviors are often affected by other states' behaviors toward the state. For

 example, some of the big issues are whether North Korea's behavior af
 fects US behavior or vice versa, and whether US hard-line response is a
 result of North Korean behavior or vice versa.

 For the peace in the Korean peninsula equation, none of the inde
 pendent variables are significant, contrary to expectations. In the previ
 ous analysis where each lagged term was considered separately, two
 interactions—North Korea-to-South Korea (second lag term) and North
 Korea-to-the United States (first lag term)—were significant. However,
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 Table 2 The Effect of US Foreign Policy on Peace in the Korean Peninsula
 (Granger Causality Test and Impulse Response Results)

 Dependent Variable  Independent Variable  Chi2  P>  Direction

 North Korea to  North Korea to US  5.08  .079*
 South Korea  South Korea to North Korea  4.75  .093*

 US to North Korea  4.17  .124  +

 North Korea to US  South Korea to China  7.80  020**  -

 US to North Korea  11.57  .003***  +

 China to North Korea  4.59  .101  +

 China to South Korea  8.22  .016**  +

 North Korea to China  North Korea to US  4.46  .107**
 South Korea to China  3.97  .137  -

 US to North Korea  6.48  .039**  +

 China to North Korea  8.29  .016**  -

 South Korea to  North Korea to US  3.72  .156  -

 North Korea  US to North Korea  3.93  .140  +

 South Korea to US  North Korea to South Korea  4.22  .122  -

 China to US  3.91  .142  -

 South Korea to China  North Korea to South Korea  5.35  .069  +

 South Korea to US  6.51  .039  -

 China to South Korea  6.39  .041  +

 US to North Korea  North Korea to China  4.82  .090*  +

 US to China  US to South Korea  5.46  .065*  +

 China to North Korea  North Korea to China  22.44  .000**  +

 South Korea to China  6.35  .042**  -

 China to South Korea  6.04  .049**  +

 China to South Korea  South Korea to China  9.69  .008***  —

 China to US  South Korea to US  5.55  .062**

 Note: *** ρ < .01, ** ρ < .05, * ρ < .1

 the Granger causality test, which assesses the joint significance of all
 lags on a dependent variable, shows none of the independent variables to
 be statistically significant.

 Despite the unexpected results observed from the Granger causality
 test for the peace in Korea equation, the effects of North Korea's behav
 ior toward South Korea on overall peace in Korea are relatively more
 significant than the other state-to-state interactions {p < .11), and the re

 sults of other equations confirm the findings of the previous analysis.
 The previous analysis indicates that the most significant factor affecting
 peace in the Korean peninsula is North Korea's behavior toward South
 Korea, and North Korea's behavior is affected by US behavior toward
 North Korea. Similarly, the Granger causality test results indicate that
 North Korea's behavior toward South Korea is affected by North Korea's
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 behavior toward the United States, which is itself affected by US behav
 ior toward North Korea. Therefore, both the VAR with divided lagged
 terms and the Granger causality tests show that US foreign policy affects
 peace in the Korean peninsula indirectly by affecting North Korean be
 havior toward South Korea, indicating the presence of a triangular re
 sponse pattern among the United States, North Korea, and South Korea.

 Regarding the bilateral relationship between North Korea and the
 United States, the Granger causality test results indicate that North Ko
 rean behavior toward the United States is strongly affected by US behav
 ior toward North Korea (p > .003). These results support the qualitative
 findings of Leon Sigal (1998) and V. D. Cha and D. C. Kang (2003), and
 disconfirm Davies's (2007) finding, the latter of which uses a shorter
 time period (1990-2000) than that of this study (1990-2004). However,
 US behavior toward North Korea is not affected by North Korea's be
 havior toward the United States, according to the Granger causality test
 results. Rather, US behavior toward North Korea is affected by govern
 ment changes in the United States.12

 Regarding the direction of the specific relationship—inverse or
 reciprocal—between states, impulse response plots indicate that a positive
 shock in US behavior toward North Korea increases the reciprocal be
 havior of North Korea toward South Korea. This result shows that North

 Korea responds reciprocally toward a third party—South Korea—against
 US behavior toward North Korea. More cooperative US behavior toward
 North Korea elicits more cooperative North Korean behavior toward
 South Korea. Likewise, hostile US behavior toward North Korea is more

 likely to lead to hostile North Korean behavior toward South Korea. This
 suggests that a reciprocal pattern of triangularity exists among the United
 States, North Korea, and South Korea. This finding confirms Hypothesis
 lb—that cooperative US foreign policy for the Korean peninsula facili
 tates peace in the Korean peninsula—while rejecting Hypothesis la of
 hard-line foreign policy and peace linkage. For the bilateral relationship
 between North Korea and the United States, a strong reciprocal response

 pattern regarding North Korea's behavior toward the United States exists
 as well. That is, North Korea responds with hostility toward the United
 States when the United States uses hard-line policies toward North Korea.
 In a similar vein, North Korea's cooperative response toward the United
 States is a result of US cooperative behavior toward North Korea. This re
 sult supports Moon's argument (2008) that North Korea has responded
 positively to positive behavior, and vice versa.

 For the policy coordination hypothesis between South Korea and the
 United States, it appears that when South Korea and the United States
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 employ different strategies in terms of cooperation or hostility toward
 North Korea, the respective policy of these states has no statistically sig
 nificant effect on peace in the Korean peninsula. However, an interesting
 finding is that the results tell a different story when triangular relation

 ships are considered. According to the results, there is a triangular effect
 of a policy disparity on peace in the Korean peninsula. The policy coor
 dination variable is statistically significant at the 0.05 level on US be
 havior toward North Korea, and the direction is negative. This result
 shows that a larger policy disparity between South Korea and the United
 States is associated with more hostile US foreign policy toward North
 Korea. Given that US behavior toward North Korea affects North

 Korea's behavior toward South Korea reciprocally, which is directly re
 lated to the level of peace in the Korean peninsula, this result suggests
 that there is also a triangular relationship that affects peace in the Ko
 rean peninsula. This link can be shown as follows: "The policy disparity
 between South Korea and the United States —> US hostile foreign policy
 toward North Korea —> North Korea's hostile behavior toward South

 Korea —> degrading level of peace in the Korean peninsula." Therefore,
 Hypothesis 2—that different foreign policy approaches between the
 United States and South Korea have no significant effect on peace in the
 Korean peninsula—is disconfirmed. Rather, the finding shows that a dif
 ferent foreign policy approach could imperil peace in the Korean penin
 sula. One thing to consider regarding this result is that a disparity could
 arise either because the United States is more hostile or less hostile to

 North Korea. Here, it looks as if the result reflects situations where the

 United States takes hard-line approaches while South Korea is coopera
 tive toward North Korea. Therefore, this result suggests that US hard
 line policies that are not coordinated with South Korean policies toward
 North Korea could lower the level of peace in the peninsula.

 With regard to leadership in North Korea and partisanship in the
 democracies as control variables, government changes in South Korea,
 North Korea, and the United States have no statistically significant effect
 on peace in Korea. But government changes in South Korea affect North
 Korea's behavior toward the United States. The transition of power in
 South Korea from the conservative New Korea Party to the liberal Dem
 ocratic Party (Uri Party from 2003 to 2007) in 1998 does not have a sta
 tistically significant effect on its own policy toward North Korea.
 However, the change of government in South Korea has had a statisti
 cally significant and negative effect on North Korea's behavior toward
 the United States. This finding suggests that North Korea's behavior is
 more hostile toward the United States when the Democratic Party of
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 South Korea is in power, a government that takes a more proengagement
 stance. Another interesting finding is that US government changes affect
 US behavior toward North Korea. It is statistically significant at the .05
 level, and it shows a positive direction. This result suggests that US Dem
 ocratic administrations are more cooperative toward North Korea than
 Republican administrations. However, contrary to the case of govern
 ment changes in South Korea, US government changes do not affect
 North Korea's behavior toward the United States.

 The results also confirm the "Chinese influence on North Korea"

 that has been widely acknowledged by many analysts regarding the North
 Korean nuclear issue. Chinese behavior toward North Korea affects

 North Korea's behavior toward the United States when the lag term is one
 month (the first lag term). The direction is positive, and it is statistically
 significant at the .05 level. This suggests the existence of a reciprocal tri
 angular relationship between China, North Korea, and the United States.
 In other words, more cooperative behavior by China toward North Korea
 leads to more cooperative behavior by North Korea toward the United
 States. Likewise, less cooperative behavior by China toward North Korea
 has a negative effect on North Korea's cooperative behavior toward the
 United States. As is widely recognized, China influences North Korea.
 Regarding US influence on China, the results show that US behavior
 does not have any significant effect on China's behavior toward North
 Korea. Rather, according to the Granger causality test, China's behavior
 toward North Korea is significantly affected by bilateral relations with
 North Korea. The impulse response results show that a positive shock in
 South Korea's behavior toward China increases the inverse behavior to

 ward North Korea. That is, South Korea's behavior toward China affects
 China's behavior toward North Korea. However, the direction in this re

 lationship is negative. This shows that more cooperation by South Korea
 toward China leads to less cooperation by China toward North Korea.
 This result suggests that South Korea's diplomacy toward China works
 because South Korea's national interests are often opposite from those of
 North Korea on many issues, such as North Korea's nuclear weapons de
 velopment or ballistic missile tests, and South Korea's cooperation to
 ward China has an inverse effect on North Korea.

 In sum, US foreign policy has an effect on peace in the Korean
 peninsula by affecting North Korea's behavior toward South Korea,
 which in turn determines the level of peace in the Korean peninsula.
 Therefore, a triangular response pattern exists among the United States,
 North Korea, and South Korea, and this triangular relationship appears
 to be reciprocal, which signifies the behavior pattern that responds with
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 cooperation against an opponent's cooperation, and hostility against hos
 tility. Thus, it confirms the expectation of Hypothesis lb that cooperative

 US foreign policy facilitates peace in the Korean peninsula. Accordingly,
 Hypothesis la, which links hard-line foreign policy and peace, can be
 rejected. However, US behavior toward South Korea does not have a sig
 nificant effect on South Korea's behavior toward North Korea. So, re
 ciprocal triangularity takes place only in one direction, which is US —>
 North Korea —> South Korea.

 Hypothesis 2—that the presence of divergent US and South Korean
 policies toward North Korea has no significant effect on peace in the Ko
 rean peninsula—is disconfirmed. Rather, there is an interesting finding
 that policy disparity between South Korea and the United States affects
 US behavior toward North Korea inversely, and thus affects peace in the
 Korean peninsula indirectly. Changes of government in South Korea,
 North Korea, and the United States have no significant effect on peace
 in Korea. But changes of government in South Korea affect North Korea's

 behavior toward the United States. When the Democratic Party (Uri Party
 from 2003 to 2007 ) of South Korea is in power, North Korea has shown
 more hostile behavior toward the United States. The United States tends

 to be more cooperative toward North Korea when the United States has
 a Democratic rather than a Republican administration.

 The findings also show that China has influence on North Korea's
 behavior toward the United States. However, US influence on China con

 cerning China's behavior toward North Korea is not significant, while
 South Korea has exerted significant influence on China on the same mat
 ter. The summary of all these relationships is presented in Table 3.

 Conclusion

 This study provides a comprehensive picture of how US foreign policy
 toward states in the Korean peninsula affects peace there. The findings
 support the theory of reciprocity, as opposed to a hard-line approach, as
 the best means for achieving peaceful relations. Both bilateral and trian
 gular reciprocity have occurred among the three states for the time period
 examined in this study. The relationship between North Korea and the
 United States shows bilateral reciprocity. Similarly, the triangular rela
 tionship among the United States, North Korea, and South Korea shows
 triangular reciprocity.

 A particularly noteworthy finding is that reciprocity occurs even
 when there is power asymmetry between states, which contradicts the
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 Table 3 The Effect of US Foreign Policy on Peace in the Korean Peninsula
 (summary)

 Independent Variable/ Lag Term/ Coefficient! Direction
 Equation Control Variable Granger Chi2 (IRF)

 Peace in Korea

 North Korea to
 South Korea

 North Korea to US

 South Korea to
 North Korea

 US to North Korea

 China to
 North Korea

 North Korea to South Korea
 North Korea to US
 US to South Korea
 North Korea to US
 US to North Korea
 South Korea to North Korea
 South Korea to North Korea
 North Korea to US
 US to North Korea
 US to North Korea

 North Korea to China
 South Korea to China
 South Korea to China
 China to North Korea
 China to South Korea
 South Korea Government
 North Korea to US
 US to North Korea
 North Korea to China
 North Korea to China
 South Korea to North Korea
 North Korea Government

 US Government

 Policy Disparity
 North Korea to China
 North Korea to China
 South Korea to China
 South Korea to China
 North Korea Government

 2 .23*
 1 -.30**

 1 -.19*

 Granger 8.26** -
 2 .16**
 2 -.10*

 Granger 4.75*
 Granger 5.08*

 2 .26***

 Granger 11.57*** +
 1 -.49*
 1 -.40**

 Granger 7.80*** -
 1 .34**
 1 57***

 —4.98**
 2 -.25*
 2 .23*
 2 .034**

 Granger 4.82* +
 1 .097*

 5.62**
 4.38**

 -3.40*
 2 70***

 Granger 22.44** +
 1 -.26**

 Granger 6.35** -
 3.51**

 Notes: Granger = Granger causality test result; IRF = Impulse Response Function result. *** ρ <
 .01, ** ρ < .05, * ρ < .1

 expectations of those arguing for the limits of using reciprocal strategies
 (Rubin and Brown 1975; Zartman 1997; Goldstein et al. 2001). The re
 sults of this study indicate that reciprocity can indeed occur between a su

 perpower (the United States) and a small country (North Korea). This
 finding might be explained by other factors, such as the potential power
 of North Korea's nuclear weapons program and ballistic missiles. One
 could also explain this sort of reciprocity between a small state and a
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 superpower by pointing to the US alliance relationship with South Korea.
 That is, North Korea may exhibit reciprocal behavior toward the United
 States out of consideration that North Korea could retaliate against South
 Korea, which is within the range of North Korea's artillery and missiles.
 Still, however, the findings of this study show that military power sym
 metry might not always be a critical condition for bilateral reciprocity.
 Regarding the specific relationship between North Korea and the United
 States, this study supports the findings of qualitative research concern
 ing the effects of bilateral reciprocity between the United States and
 North Korea and its effects on the promotion of peace in the Korean
 peninsula (Sigal 1998; Cha and Kang 2003). That is, engaging North
 Korea appears to elicit more cooperative behavior than challenging it.

 This study also supports the theory linking outside power influence
 and corresponding triangular response patterns. Specifically, it shows
 that there is a triangular response pattern in which US foreign policy in
 the Korean peninsula has a significant effect on peace in the region by af
 fecting North Korea's behavior toward South Korea. The direction of the
 response is reciprocal. These results suggest that more cooperative US
 foreign policy toward North Korea appears to elicit more cooperative be
 havior by North Korea toward South Korea, and this—North Korea's co
 operative behavior toward South Korea—eventually promotes peace in
 the peninsula. Similarly, more hostile US foreign policy toward North
 Korea is more likely to elicit more hostile behavior by North Korea to
 ward South Korea, and this imperils peace in the peninsula. Therefore,
 while the existing literature does not offer sufficient empirical support for
 the theory linking outside power influence and triangular response pat
 terns, this study provides a confirmation of this theory.

 Pertaining to the specific relationship among the United States, North

 Korea, and South Korea, this study disconfirms recent quantitative research
 covering a shorter time period (1990-2000) in which Davies (2007) claims
 that North Korea's behavior toward South Korea is unaffected by other
 states.

 In spite of these results showing North Korea's tendency for recip
 rocal behavior, there remains widespread suspicion about North Korea's
 intentions and the trustworthiness to commit to a reciprocal relationship.
 The perception is based on several cases in which North Korea is deemed
 to have cheated on negotiated agreements and promises. Those cases in
 clude breaking the Geneva agreement of 1994 and developing the ura
 nium enrichment program for nuclear weapons, provoking military
 clashes in the Yellow Sea in 2002, not following through on the promise
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 of family reunions after the first summit between South and North Korea
 in 2001, and testing long-range missiles and nuclear weapons in 2006
 after the Six-Party Talks September 19, 2005, joint statement (known as
 the 9-19 statement), which declared the discontinuation of North Korea's

 nuclear program in exchange for energy assistance from the United States
 and other countries.

 There can be two possible explanations for the suspicion about North
 Korea's trustworthiness for reciprocal relationships. First, contrary to the
 public perception of North Korea's constant cheating that has been
 widely highlighted in the mass media, the evidence regarding which side
 is ultimately responsible for breaking agreements and promises is highly
 contested. Selig Harrison (2005) points out, for instance, that the United
 States misrepresented and distorted data when it accused North Korea
 of secretly developing its uranium-based nuclear program in 2002. Fol
 lowing these accusations, the United States suspended the oil shipments
 that it had been providing to North Korea under the 1994 Geneva agree
 ment. This led North Korea to react reciprocally and resume the repro
 cessing of plutonium. O'Hanlon and Mochizuki (2003) argue that US
 unwillingness to address North Korea's broader security concern through
 such mechanism as a peace treaty and conventional force reduction might
 have led North Korea to think it needed a nuclear deterrent against a po
 tential attack from either the United States or South Korea. They also in
 dicate that the Bush administration's hostile attitude toward North Korea

 (declaring it a member of the "axis of evil"), US emphasis on preemptive
 action, and the US invasion of Iraq might have led North Korea to believe
 it could be the next target. That is, although there might not have been di
 rect and tangible interactions between North Korea and the United States,
 these contextual factors might have induced North Korea's reciprocal ac
 tion, which included breaking off the Geneva agreement and developing
 the secret uranium enrichment program.13

 Second, despite some possible cases of North Korea's breaching
 agreements and promises, the conclusions of this study might be valid be

 cause the findings reflect the general pattern of North Korea's behavior.
 The finding that North Korea has shown a pattern of reciprocal behavior
 matches the findings from other qualitative studies as well (Cha and
 Kang 2003; Snyder 1999).

 In conclusion, US foreign policy affects peace in the Korean penin
 sula by affecting North Korea's behavior toward South Korea, which most

 significantly affects peace in the peninsula relative to the effects of other
 state interactive behavior. The triangular relationship among the United
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 States, North Korea, and South Korea shows a reciprocal behavior
 pattern.

 Regarding practical foreign policy implications, the findings of this
 study suggest the following. First, they suggest that cooperative and re
 ciprocal foreign policy on the part of the United States toward North
 Korea is better than hard-line policies for promoting peace in the Korean
 peninsula. As the analysis shows, it is likely that North Korea would react
 with more hostile behavior toward South Korea and the United States if

 the United States were to maintain a hostile policy toward North Korea.
 North Korea's rejection of the opportunity to participate in a conversa
 tion with the United States (February 2002), and the subsequent contin
 uation of its nuclear weapons development program (admitted by North
 Korea in October 2002) following the Bush administration's inclusion
 of North Korea in the list of states deemed members of the "axis of evil"

 (January 2002) are examples of North Korea's behavioral response pat
 tern in light of threats made on the part of the United States.

 Second, the findings suggest that the diplomatic capacity of South
 Korea in coordinating the policy toward North Korea with the United
 States is important for promoting peace in the Korean peninsula. Ac
 cording to the findings presented in this study, the larger policy dispar
 ity between South Korea and the United States is associated with more
 hostile US behavior toward North Korea, which in turn could lead to
 more hostile North Korean behavior toward South Korea. This situation

 might come from the case where the United States takes a hawkish po
 sition while South Korea maintains a dovish stance. In other words, the

 United States might act aggressively toward North Korea, even taking the
 risk of jeopardizing peace in the peninsula when there is not sufficient
 diplomatic effort to maintain some degree of balance and cooperation
 between South Korea and the United States. This suggests that South
 Korea should exert some level of diplomatic effort to mitigate policy dis
 parity, especially when its policy position is completely different from
 that of the United States, in order to maintain peace in the peninsula. A
 balanced approach that considers both peace in the Korean peninsula and
 the solid alliance relationship with the United States might need to be
 pursued.

 Jong-Han Yoon is a lecturer in the Graduate School of Policy Studies and the School
 of Public Administration at Korea University. He earned his PhD in political science
 from the University of North Texas. His research interests include East Asian poli
 tics, peace studies, environmental politics, and comparative public policy.
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 Appendix

 The Result of Unit Roots Test

 Lags  PK  NK-SK NK-US NK-CN SK-NK  SK-US  SK-CN

 1  -8.04  -7.66 -7.53 -6.73 -9.00  -8.28  -10.50
 2  -7.32  -6.65 -6.41 -5.05 -8.16  -6.52  -8.33

 Lags  US-NK  US-SK US-CN CN-NK  CN-SK  CN-US

 1  -7.42  -8.04 -7.09 -9.89  -8.85  -7.21
 2  -5.26  -6.30 -5.98 -7.96  -7.57  -5.90

 Notes: Mackinnon approximate p-value for z (t) = 0.0000.
 1 percent critical value: -3.48

 The Results of AIC, BIC Statistics for VAR Models with Lags of 1 to 4

 Lag  AIC  BIC

 1  98.08  102.29
 2  98.65  105.91
 3  99.07  109.36
 4  99.46  112.81

 Notes: This is interpreted as fit statistics that describe the improvement in the log-likeli
 hood, penalized for the additional lags. Small values of this fit statistics are better.

 Likelihood Ratio Test Results for Lag Length

 Lag  LL  LR  df  P

 0  -8589.92
 1  -8483.14  213.56  169  0.011
 2  -8363.1  240.08a  169  0.000

 Note: a. Based on these results, two lags are chosen.

 Notes

 I appreciate helpful comments and advice from T. David Mason, James Meernik,
 and Amber Aubone, as well as from the journal editor and the anonymous re
 viewers. Please send all correspondence to yoonjhlll6@korea.ac.kr.

 1. Peace regime, in the context of the Korean peninsula, refers to a whole
 range of state-to-state relationships that are designed to promote security and
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 cooperation in the Korean peninsula (Goodby 2006). In particular, it focuses on
 the managerial mechanism that includes principles, norms, institutions, process,
 and organizations that are required to convert armistice status to peaceful status
 (Kil 2006,67). It does not necessarily mean a peaceful reunification of South and
 North Korea. Rather, it is a step that includes features that would promote that
 outcome. Therefore, it includes an agreement on reconciliation, alleviation of
 military tension between South and North Korea, phased reductions in arma
 ments, freedom of intra-Korean travel, cooperation in the international arena,
 and economic cooperation.

 2. The difference between this concern and that of the literature is that this

 possibility is related to triangular relations among the United States, North
 Korea, and South Korea rather than bilateral relations between the United States

 and North Korea. Therefore, the theoretical framework of triangular relation
 ship and its application to the situation in the Korean peninsula is reviewed later.

 3. This advantage is, in fact, related to the triangular relations among North
 Korea, South Korea, and the United States rather than bilateral relations between

 the United States and North Korea. The existence of triangular relations pro
 vides a reason to use another theoretical framework to analyze the situation in
 the Korean peninsula.

 4. Trends in some of these scores over time are displayed as times series
 graphs in the next section to check the face validity of the data.

 5. The definition of this variable is discussed later in this section.

 6. The results of lag specification tests are in the Appendix.
 7. For example, if the United States has a positive score, such as 3, toward

 North Korea while South Korea has a negative score, such as —5, toward North
 Korea in a given month, it is considered a disparity between the United States
 and South Korea's foreign policy toward North Korea, and this variable is coded
 1. In a similar vein, if both the United States and South Korea have positive
 scores, such as 6 and 7, it is regarded as policy coordination. In such cases, the
 variable is coded 0.

 8. According to the IDEA dataset collector, "An actor code of PRK/ROK
 (North Korea/ South Korea) simply means that the reference to Korea is generic
 (e.g., Korea today is peaceful)... it can refer to the peninsula as a whole." There
 fore, this study uses that data as a measure of the overall level of peace in the Ko
 rean peninsula.

 9. The differences between the variable PK and South-North dyads vari
 ables such as SK-NK or NK-SK are shown as a graph in Figure 1.

 10. After examining the face validity of the data, the existence of unit roots

 is also tested as a diagnostic analysis. It is important to test the possibility of unit
 roots to determine whether an error correction mechanism is necessary. Without
 such a correction, the presence of unit roots in variables makes the results of
 Granger causality questionable (Brandt and Williams 2007, 50-55, 61). Testing
 for unit roots is conducted using the ADF (Augmented Dickey-Fuller) test. The
 results allow for rejection of the null hypothesis of the presence of a unit root for
 all variables at a 1-percent significance level. The results of the ADF test appear
 in the Appendix.
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 11. The highest /{-squared value is .34 for the North Korea toward China
 equation. It suggests that 34 percent of the variation in North Korea's behavior
 toward China is explained by the model, /{-squared values for other equations are
 between .13 and .26. The results indicate a reasonably good fit between the
 model presented here and the data, especially given that quantitative analyses
 of international relations tend to produce low /{-squared values (Davies 2007).

 12. This result is explained later in this section.
 13. There are some other cases that show the ambiguity of which party is ul

 timately to blame for breaking agreements. However, the details of those cases
 are not discussed any further, because exploring which party is responsible for
 breaching negotiated agreements is not the main issue of this study.
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